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"The first of the month" used to be a time of
feverish activity for ledger clerks. But the Bell
System accounting staff — breaking away from
tradition — simplified the keeping of accounts and
rendering of monthly statements to customers.
They applied a modern system of rotation bill-
ing to the telephone business which now spreads
this work evenly throughout the month. In co-
operation with manufacturers, they devised special
typewriters and bookkeeping machines. Thus
they did away with inefficient rush and achieved
greater accuracy, speed and neatness.
This is but one example of a point of view found
throughout the Bell System. Even long accepted
routine is constantly studied — it's always worth
looking for the more efficient way !
BELL SYSTEM




0 NE of four new passengerliners built for the Grace
Lines, the Santa Paula, is shown
"bows on" on the frontispiece.
These four "Santa" ships, to-
gether with two others built for
another company for transatlan-
tic service, are expected to do
much toward regaining Amer-
ica's place on the sea.
I N the lead article, Mr. Ritter
describes "the most intricate
machine devised by man"—the
linotype machine. Anyone who
has ever seen this remarkable
mechanism in operation will not
question the truth of the qualif2,7-
ing phrase.
S UPERSATURATED steam
forms the subject of a valu-
able article by Professor Carl
Wischmeyer. While this form of
steam is of great importance in
turbine design and performance,
its properCies and behaviour have
only recently been investigated,
and little information about it is
available.
C HEMISTS have sought for
many years to unravel the
mysteries of catalysts and cata-
lytic reactions. Recent research
has led to the discovery of many
new and important catalysts and
to a partial understanding of
their function. One of the most
universally used catalysts, nickel,
is discussed from the stand-point
of hydrogenation processes in an
article by' Mr. Heidenreich.
W HILE we engineers are aptto be interested most in the
things that are of most recent
development, we nevertheless en-
joy reading occasionally about
older things. Mr. Ahlers, a grad-
uate of last June, has contributed
an unusual paper about one of
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 N beginning this article on the
linotype, the writer wishes to
clarify the reader's mind as to
the fundamental purpose of
this machine. The linotype is a
typesetting or typemanufactur-
ing machine. it is not a printing
machine.
The writer has been advised-
ly informed that the linotype is
one of the most complicated ma-
chines ever invented and devel-
oped, consisting of approximate-
ly 20,000 parts—but don't become
discouraged, for this machine is
very human, they say, once you
understand it !
It was about 1883 that the first
attempts in developing a line
casting machine, for "setting
type in a line," were made. Na-
turally, this first machine was
very impractical and of little use
other than as an experiment to-
ward the ultimate success of the
present-day linotype, whic.h is
now in universal use in compos-
ing rooms of printing establish-
ments.
December, 1932
By John A.Ritter, m., '34
In the following article, Mr. Rit-
ter has attempted to give the read-
er an idea of the operation of a
linotype machine. Although this
machine is not a recent develop-
ment, it has contributed materially
to the rapid advancement of the
printing industry.
With financial backing of some
prominent men of that day,
Ottmar Mergenthaler, the inven-
tor, whose name the machine
bears ( Mergenthaler linotype) ,
laboriously continued to experi-
ment, until, in 1886, he completed
a machine which successfully
made composition of type possi-
ble on a commercial scale. Only
about two hundred of these were
made and put into use before this
design was discarded and new
improvements were made, which
development continued, in rapid
succession, until we have the per-
fected linotype of today.
The modern linotype, which
is the product of the collaboration
of the practical men of the trade
(the operators and machinists) ,
and of the company's engineers,
has three distinct functions
when segregated they are very
interesting in themselves. They
are :
1. Assembling a line of brass
matrices.
2. Casting a line of type from
the matrices.
3. Distributing the matrices
after the line of type has
been cast.
The parts of the machine per-
forming these functions are the
assembling mechanism, the cast-
ing mechanism, and distributing
mechanism.
In dealing with the assembling
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This ne istchir e refs six different kinds of type from one keyboard.
mechanism of the linotype, the
writer wishes to point out its im-
portant features, the magazine
and the keyboard.
The magazine is a brass plate
about 28 inches long, 22 inches
wide across the top, and 16 inches
wide at the bottom. It contains
the brass matrices, being grooved
so the matrices can slide down to
the front of the magazine and
directly over the verges. The
verges hold the matrices in "wait-
ing" position and allow them to
drop when the operator at the
keyboard depresses keys.
Each matrix has a die-cut
letter, figure or punctuation mark
in it, from which the character is
cast when the molten metal is
forced into the die-cut impres-
sion. There are 90 matrix char-
acters and about 21 matrices of
each character.
In front and to the right of the
machine is the keyboard of 90
celluloid keys, corresponding to
the 90 characters of matrices
contained in the magazine. Each
key indirectly engages a verge in
the magazine, and permits a mat-
rix to leave its groove (or chan-
nel) .
When the operator at the key-
board depresses a key, the key
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goes down about one-fourth of
an inch and the opposite end of
the key rod on which the key is
fastened moves upward. This
motion permits a trigger inside
the keyboard to release a small
brass cam above a rubber roller
(two rubber rollers run the
length of the keyboard) , and the
cam, being saw-toothed, clings to
the rubber roller and revolves. In
its revolution, the cam raises the
yoke in which it sets and this in
turn raises a reed rod running
to the magazine. When this rod
rises, it engages the verge and the
matrix is released.
Now that the matrix is free to
travel because of the operating
of the keyboard, it is taken by
gravity to a belt and conveyed to
the assembler, where matrix after
matrix consecutively aligns to
make a line of little brass molds.
To separate the words, a space
bar is depressed in the course of
operating the keyboard and a
spaceband "drops" between
words. The spacebands are wedge
shaped. When sufficient words
have been assembled to make a
line, the operator depresses a
lever to his right and the line of
brass matrices as a single unit is
raised up to grooves called the
"line delivery transfer slide".
Here a carriage takes the line to
the left and into the first elevator.
The carriage is actuated by a
large coil spring, and returned to
its original place by a cam (No.
9) in the rear of the machine.
This entire section of the ma-




Before the casting mechanism
starts moving, the "first elevator"
is in a stationary position called
"home". When the carriage
reaches the end of the line de-
livery transfer slide, it trips a
clutch mechanism and the cast-
ing mechanism starts to function.
The first elevator, operated by
cam No. 1 in rear of the machine,
lowers to casting position. This
aligns the matrices with a steel
mold in the mold wheel (disc
wheel) , which disc has made one-
quarter revolution and is oper-
ated by segments on cam No. 2
in the rear of the machine. The
mold wheel, or disc wheel, is lo-
cated directly in front of the
metal pot.
The metal pot, full of molten
metal heated to 550 degrees F,
moves forward approximately
two inches, until it is flush
against the mold wheel. The
metal pot is operated by cam No.
7 in the rear of the machine.
During the course of the oper-
ation of the first elevator, mold
wheel and metal pot, as before
mentioned, the spacebands separ-
lting the words have been justi-
fying the line of matrices
between two jaws in the "head"
of the first elevator. The space-
bands are wedge shaped and are
driven upward by a justification
bar operated by cams No. 3 and
4 in the rear of the machine.
justifying the line of matrices
makes each line exactly the same
length.
The machine is now in the
"lock-up" position and ready to
cast a line of type.
A plunger which fits perfectly
into the well of the melting pot
goes down, operated by cam No.
6 in the rear of the machine,
forcing the molten metal through
the pot throat and out of the
(Continued on Page 21)
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Supersaturated Steam
By Prolessor Carl Wischmeyer
Head of the Mechanical Engineering Department, Rose Polytechnic Institute
0
F the various fluids used
in engineering processes,
such as power generation,
refrigeration, etc., water
is by far the most common, and it
is natural that researches have
made available to the engineer the
properties of water to a much
greater degree than is true of the
other fluids. While a reasonable
amount of information is avail-
able for such fluids as ammonia,
mercury, sulphur dioxide, carbon
dioxide and others, these data are
not as nearly complete as in the
case of water.
The properties of a fluid which
are of importance include the
freezing and boiling temperatures
at various pressures, the specific
heat in the solid state, the latent
heat of fusion, the specific heat
of the liquid, the latent h eat of
vaporization, the specific heat of
the superheated vapor, specific
volumes (or densities) and en-
tropies throughout the range of
pressures and temperatures which
are likely to be encountered in
practice. For water, extensive
tabulations of these properties
are available. The latest of these
was published by the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
in 1930, and was the result of re-
search work carried out under the
joint auspices of the Society,
the General Electric Com-
pany, the Bureau of Stand-
ards and Massachusetts In-
stitute of Technology. Pro-
fessor Joseph H. Kienan, of
the Stevens Institute of
Technology was the author
of these tables.
None of the tables so far
available gives data on very
low pressure superheated
steam, a condition corre-
sponding to atmospheric
moisture. However, such
water vapor follows very
closely the perfect gas laws,
and enthalpy (total heat)
may be taken from saturated
steam tables. Neither do the
steam tables give any data on
freezing of water into ice ; in fact
such data would be of very little
practical value.
At atmospheric pressure, water
freezes at 32° Fahrenheit, and
this freezing temperature changes
very little at pressures other
than atmospheric, decreasing
slightly for pressure above atmo-
spheric. Similarly, at atmospheric
pressure water boils at 212°
Fahrenheit, but this value in-




If the process of heat transfer
takes place slowly enough, ther-
mal equilibrium will be main-
tained, and at atmospheric pres-
sure ice will melt or water will
freeze at 32° ; also water will
vaporize or steam will condense
at 212°. If a process takes place
too quickly, it is possible to have
a condition of unstable equili-
brium, and water may be liquid
at a temperature below 32° or
above 212°. Similarly, steam may
remain in the vapor state at tem-
peratures below the normal con-
densation point. Such conditions
Supersaturation occurs in steam turbo-generator units.
are of course unstable, and will
not persist except for short time
intervals. In fact these unstable
conditions are of little practical
importance, except in the one case
of expansion of steam in a nozzle,
when velocities are so high that
the time interval is of the ordei
of one thousandth of a second or
less.
Due to this short time interval,
it can be assumed without ap-
preciable error that the expansion
of steam in a nozzle is adiabatic,
that is without any loss of energy
as heat. There is necessarily a
small loss of kinetic energy due
to friction, which is accompanied
by an increase of entropy, but
experimental data are available
which make it possible to evalu-
ate this. Adiabatic expansion of
steam, even with increasing en-
tropy, involves progressive con-
densation as the pressure drops.
If the steam is initially super-
heated, condensation will begin
later, but if we assume that
thermal equilibrium is main-
tained, condensation is bound to
occur if the pressure drops suffi-
ciently.
The process of condensation of
steam accompanying expansion in
a nozzle is one which requires
certain conditions. In order for
the steam to remain in
thermal equilibrium, part of
it must condense and form
droplets of liquid water,
which can take place only if
the steam contains nuclei or
ions about which the par-
ticles of liquid water can
gather in forming the drop-
let, and this process requires
a definite, but quite small
time interval. If such nuclei
are not present, or if the
time interval is too small,
condensation with formation
of droplets of liquid water
will not occur, the steam is
(Continued on Page 25)
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Nickel as a Catalyst
For Hydrogenation
By William C. Heidenreich, ch. e., '33.
T
HE first scientific obse,rva-
tion of a catalytic action
was made by Kirchhof,
who in 1811 showed that
mmeral acids in a hot water solu-
tion change starch into dextrine
and sugar, without themselves
being altered by the reaction.
A short time later Sir Humph-
rey Davy observed that if a
slightly heated spiral of platinum
wire was introduced into a mix-
ture of air and combustible gas,
hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or
hydrccyanic acid, it becomes in-
candescent and causes the slow
oxidation of the gas. In 1831,
Peligrin Phillips took out an Eng-
lish patent on the US2. of platinum
sponge to oxidize by air the sul-
phur dioxide obtained by roasting
pyrites to form sulphur trioxide.
This process was the germ of the .
contact sulphuric acid process,
which was developed a half cen-
tury later.
Berzelius, in his "Treatise on
Chemistry," adopted a term to
cover these phenomena and called
it a catalytic action. The word
catalytic comes from two Greek
words meaning, "I unloose."
Types of Catalytic Reactions
The react:0ns in which catalysis
is observed have enlarged with
the growth of chemistry, even
though there are so many types
of catalytic reactions, that Saba-
tier has attempted to divide these
reactions into two distinct groups.
First we have catalysis in a
homogeneous system, that is,
where there is an intimate mix-
ture of the various constituents
or at least between one constitu-
ent and the catalyst. This is the
case with water vapor in gaseous
mixtures, with zinc chloride in
the dehydration of alcohols, and
with many other systems.
The second group is that of
heterogeneous systems in which a
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solid catalyst is brought in con-
tact with gaseous or liquid sys-
tems capable of reacting. The
solid catalyst acts only by its sur-
face and therefore is necessarily
made very porous. •
Definitions
Ostwald suggested that those
reactions in which the product of
the reactions accelerates the reac-
tion be called a system of auto-
catalysis.
Thus, hydrogen and oxygen,
when dried thoroughly, do not
combine at 1000°, but if the reac-
tion is started, the water vapor
formed greatly favors the reac-
tion, rendering it explosive.
Certain materials when present
in a chemical system exercise an
unfavorable or retarding effect.
These materials are called nega-
tive catalysts.
As early as 1824 Turner ob-
served that traces of sulphides
suppress the catalytic ability of
platinum and nickel.
Negative catalysts are becom-
ing quite important because of
their stabilizing effects on certain
chemical systems. The addition of
a few hundredths of one percent
of sulphuric or hydrochloric acid
to hydrogen peroxide consider-
ably augments its stability.
The spontaneous oxidation of
chloroform to carbonyl chloride is
hindered by the presence of a
little alcohol.
The formation of the organo-
magnesium halides by the Grig-
nard reaction is retarded by the
presence of ethyl acetate.
The velocity of a catalytic re-




3. Quantity of catalysts.
The temperature necessary to
bring about a reaction is very im-
portant and plays a capital role.
For instance, up to a certain tem-
perature benzene and hydrogen
do not react in the presence of
nickel, while past that tempera-
ture the reaction products are
good until a high temperature is
reached, and at this temperature
the reaction product, cyclo-hexane
is decomposed to benzene and hy-
drogen or even to methane.
3C,;1112—>2C6H6+ Gait
An increase of pressure can
scarcely have any considerable
effect except in gaseous systems
or heterogeneous systems having
a gaseous phase. In these types of
systems the increase of pressure
will have a beneficial effect in
those cases in which the number
of molecules is diminished by the
reaction.
Little is known about how to
predict the quantity of catalysts.
The industries use the quantity of
catalysts which has given them
the greatest yield over a period of
time.
Types of Catalysts
As chemistry has developed,
the number of catalytic phe-
nomena has increased enormous-
ly and it has been recognized that
a multitude of bodies are cata-
lysts.
Solvents are considered as a
catalyst because they do not ap-
pear in the reaction which they
cause to take place.
The number of substances that
can act as a catalysts is already
large and continues to increase
with the progress of chemistry.
The Rose Technic
We find as catalysts : elements,
oxides, mineral acids, bases, me-
tallic chlorides, bromides, iodides,
and many other types of com-
pounds.
Nickel Catalysts in Organic
Chemistry
When nickel is employed in an
extremely fine condition it is a
marvelous catalyst. The manifold
activity of nickel as a catalyst
has been established by the work
of Sabatier and Sendersens, be-
ginning in 1879.
An excellent quality of nickel
may be obtained by dissolving
the commercial cubes in pure
nitric acid (free from hydro-
chloric acid), calcining the nitrate
at a dull red heat, and reducing
at about 300° the oxide thus
formed. The oxide is reduced with
pure hydrogen gas. The reduced
metal must be carefully cooled in
a current of hydrogen, or better
still, pure nitrogen.
It has been suggested that the
finely divided nickel formed in the
decomposition of nickel carbonyl
by heat be used. In order to bring
about this reaction, finely divided
nickel is kept suspended in oil at
about 180°, and a current of car-
bon monoxide is sent through.
This transforms the nickel to
nickel carbonyl which immediate-
ly breaks down with heat to car-
bon, carbon dioxide, and finely
divided nickel. The nickel thus
formed is suspended in the liquid
and the liquid is ready to realize
its hydrogenation.
Recently the finely divided
nickel has been spread over and
throughout porous inert materials
such as, fullers earth, asbestos,
pumice, and wood charcoal.
Nickel oxide and especially
nickel suboxide (Ni04) are re-
garded by some chemists as the
best catalysts for carrying out
hydrogenation of organic com-
pounds in the liquid medium.
Great care must be exercised
during any catalytic process using
nickel as a catalyst, especially in
regard to poisons. Sulphur, chlor-
ine, and sulphides readily attack
and kill the power of nickel as a
catalyst ; therefore the com-
pounds used in the reaction must
be very pure.




The hydrogen may be prepared
by the action of commercial hy-
drochloric acid on ordinary granu-
lated zinc. The gas is washed with
strong caustic soda and then with
concentrated sulphuric acid. The
hydrogen must be carefully puri-
fied from impurities derived from
the zinc or from the acid. In order
to do this the gas is passed
through a tube of Jena glass,
filled with copper turnings kept
at a dull red, which stops the
major part of the impurities.
The purification is completed
by passing the gas through a long
tube filled with slightly moist
fragments of caustic potash
which retains acid vapors as well
as any remaining hydrogen sul-
phide.
Electrolytic hydrogen, which is
on the market in steel cylinde:s
at high pressures, can be used to
an advantage. This type of hydro-
gen is nearly pure and the slight
impurities that it does contain
may be taken out by passing the
gas over red hot copper in a tube
followed by a drying tube con-
taining caustic potash.
B. The Reaction Tube.
In a glass tube 65 to 100 cm.
long and 14 to 18 mm. inside
diameter, a longer or shorter (35
to 80 cm.) thin layer of oxide;
from the catalytic metal to be
prepared, is spread. The tube is
heated in a gas furnace such as
is used.for organic combus dons.
C. Introduction of the Sub-
stance.
The method of introducing the
substance to be hydrogenated
varies, of course, according to its
physical state.
If it is a gas the forward end
of the tube containing the cata-
lyst carries a two-hole stopper
with two tubes, one for the gas
and one for the hydrogen.
If it is a liquid, Sabatier and
Senderens havQ devised an ex-
tremely simple apparatus.
It is important to watch that
the liquid does not wet the cata-
lyst which is frequently altered
by contact with the liquid.
We may also operate by bub-
bling the hydrogen through the
liquid to be hydrogenated, thus
carrying along the vapors.
For solid substances which
melt below 100°, the above men-
tioned apparatus may be used.
Solids melting below 100°, may
be kept fused by a suitable air
bath and the vapors carried on by
the hydrogen which is bubbled
through.
When the substance melts
above 100°, it is placed in porce-
lain boats in the forward part of
the tube. The volatization of the
substance is secured by careful
heating. The reaction, of course,
is limited to the amount of ma-
terial in the boats and is inter-
mittent.
D. Collecting the Reaction
Products.
If the products of the hydro-
genation are gases, they are col-
lected at the end of the catalyst
tube in a gas holder over water.
The water is saturated with com-
mon salt to diminish the solu-
bility of the gases.
If the products are liquid the
reaction tube is connected to a
condenser.
If the reaction gives solid ma-




The temperatures and pres-
sures necessary for a given reac-
action have been determined by
experiment and will be given for
each reaction. There is no set rule
for any reaction to take a definite
temperature and pressure, unless
(Continued on Page 22)
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A Pioneer Railroad - - -
The Camden and Amboy
T
HE HISTORY of rails as
used by present day rail-
roads can be traced to the
organization of the Camden
and Amboy Railroad and Trans-
portation Company. This Com-
pany was incorporated by special
charter in February, 1830, and
was authorized to survey, lay out
and construct a railroad from the
Delaware River to Raritan Bay,
with as many tracks as might be
deemed, necessary, provided the
width of roadway did not exceed
one hundred feet. The road was
to be started within two years and
completed within nine, otherwise
the charter would be declared null
and void.
The president of the new com-
pany was Robert L. Stevens, son
of Colonel John Stevens, who was
a pioneer in advocating the steam
engine as motive power in land
transportation. As no iron suit-
able for railroad rails was avail-
able in the United States, Presi-
dent Stevens made a trip to Eur-
ope to study the situation. While
on ship-board, he worked out ten-
tative designs for a crude but
practical form of T-rail, which
was similar to the general form of
the rail used today. The new rail
was designed to dispense with the
old wooden or shore stringer plat-
ed with iron, which was the form
of rail in use one hundred years
ago. The Camden and Amboy
Railroad, therefore, was the first
in this country, and probably first
By Albert L. Ahlers, '32
in the world to employ the T-rail.
While Mr. Stevens was abroad
he also investigated the question
of motive power, and witnessed
the trials of the locomotive "Plan-
et," an engine built by Robert Ste-
phenson and Company, of New
Castle-on-Tyne, England. He was
so favorably impressed that he
ordered a similar locomotive for
the Camden and Amboy Railroad
which was completed in May,
1831, and was shipped by sailing
vessel in June, arriving in this
country about the middle of Aug-
ust.
Tender is Improvised
The new locomotive was origin-
ally named Stevens, but this was
changed to John Bull. Isaac
Dripps, an apprentice machinist
of exceptional ability, was engag-
ed by Mr. Stevens to erect the lo-
comotive and place it in service.
This he successfully accomplished,
although he had no drawings to
serve as a guide. A tender was
improvised out of a small four-
wheel car, on which Dripps mount-
ed a whiskey cask to serve as a
water tank. A neighboring shoe-
maker contrived a leather pipe,
which formed a connection be-
tween the whiskey cask and the
feed pipe on the locomotive. The
four wheels of the engine were all
of the same size, and were coupled
by side rods. Owing to the many
curves on the line, however, these
rods were removed to permit
Rail Development in Pounds
greater flexibility. Mr. Dripps de-
vised a hinged frame, carrying a
crude form of pilot, and supported
by a single pair of leading wheels.
The need for such an arrangement
was recognized, as the railroad
was not fenced and live stock could
easily use the tracks as a thorough-
fare. The John Bull weighed ap-
proximately eleven tons, and had
9x20..inch cylinders and wheels
fifty-four inches in diameter, had
a firebox with a hemispherical
top. Wood was used as fuel. The
wheels had cast iron hubs and
wooden spokes and felloes ; and
the tires were of wrought iron,
three-quarters of an inch thick,
with a five-inch tread. The track
gauge was five feet.
The Camden and Amboy Rail-
road was completed between Bor-
dentown and South Amboy in
1832, and the following year was
extended to Camden. During the
late sixties, the C. and A. Company
was combined with two other com-
panies to forrn the United New
Jersey Railroad and Canal Com-
pany. This company, in 1871, was
acquired by the Pennsylvania Rail-
road Company.
Early Rails Laid on Stone
The first T-rails used in the
track of the Camden and Amboy
Railroad reached Philadelphia on
May 16, 1831. They weighed
thirty-six pounds to the yard, and
were rolled in lengths of eighteen
feet. These rails were laid on
36 57 85 100 130 130 152
1831 1866 1887 1892 1916 1931
1931
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stone blocks which were bought
from the prison authorities at
Sing Sing, New York. The rails
were secured to the blocks by a
then newly-devised hook-headed
spike, which was the forerunner
of the spike now in general use.
The ends of the rails rested on
wrought iron plates and were con-
nected by iron tongues which
were riveted to the rail ends, thus
completing the joint.
The Camden and Amboy track
is also of interest because, on a
section of the line near South Am-
boy, the practice of spiking iron
rails directly to wooden crossties
was used for the first time in rail-
road history. The authorities at
Sing Sing failed to deliver the
stone blocks rapidly enough, and
therefore, in laying the track
through a deep cut near the town,
the engineers in charge ordered
hewn ties to be laid temporarily,
and the rails were spiked directly
to the ties. To the surprise of all,
the ties gave such satisfactory ser-
vice that they were permitted to
remain, and subsequently the
stone blocks in the track were
gradually removed and replaced
by wooden ties.
Original Track Still Exists
A piece of the original Camden
and Amboy track, about three hun-
dred feet in length, is still in ex-
istence near Jamesburg, New Jer-
sey, about twenty miles northeast
of Trenton. This piece of track is
paralleled by one of the modern
tracks of the Pennsylvania Rail-
road, and passengers en route be-
tween Bordentown and South Am-
boy can easily see it. It is prob-
ably the oldest piece of railroad
track now in existence in the Unit-
ed States.
A striking contrast to the light
rails used in this old track is af-
forded by the latest development
of the steel rail adopted by the
Pennsylvania Railroad. This is
a section weighing one hun-
dred and fifty-two pounds
to the yard, and designed to
carry an axle load of one
hundred thousand pounds
at speeds up to one hundred
miles per hour. It provides
approximately seventy-five
per cent greater stiffness
(Continued on Page 25)
The Engineer---A Parable
NE DAY three men, a law-
yer, a doctor and an en-
gineer, appeared before
St. Peter as he stood
guarding the Pearly Gates.
The first man to step forward
was the lawyer. With confidence
and assurance, he proceeded to de-
liver an eloquent address which
left St. Peter dazed and bewild-
ered. Before the venerable Saint
could recover, the lawyer quickly
handed him a writ of mandamus,
pushed him aside, and strode
through the open portals.
Next came the doctor. With im-
pressive, dignified bearing, he in-
troduced himself : "I am Dr.
Brown." St. Peter received him
cordially. "I feel I know you, Dr.
Brown. Many who preceded you
said you sent them here. Wel-
come to our City !"
The engineer, modest and dif-
fident, had been standing in the
background. He now stepped for-
ward. "I am looking for a job,"
he said. St. Peter wearily shook
his head. "I am sorry," he replied,
"we have no work here for you.
If you want a job, you can go to
Hell." This response sounded
familiar to the engineer, and made
him feel more at home. "Very
well," he said, "I have had Hell all
my life and I guess I can stand it
better than the others." St. Peter
was puzzled. "Look here, young
man, what are you ?" I am an en-
gineer," was the reply. "Oh yes,"
said St. Peter ; "Do you belong to
the Locomotive Brotherhood ?"
"No, I am sorry," the engineer re-
sponded apologetically ; "I am a
different kind of engineer." "I do
not understand," said St. Peter ;
"what on Earth do you do ?" The
engineer recalled a definition and
calmly replied : "I apply mathema-
tical principles to the control of
natural forces." This sounded
meaningless to St. Peter, and his
temper got the best of him.
"Young man," he said, "you can
go to Hell with your mathematical
principles and try your hand on
some of the natural forces there !"
"That suits me," responded the en-
gineer "I am always glad to go
where there is a tough job to
tackle." Whereupon he departed
for the Nether Regions.
And it came to pass that strange
reports began to reach St. Peter.
The Celestial denizens, who had
amused themselves in the past by
looking down upon less fortunate,
commenced asking for transfers to
that other domain. The sounds of
agony and suffering were stilled.
Many new arrivals, after seeing
both places, selected the Nether
Region for their permanent abode.
Puzzled, St. Peter sent messeng-
ers to visit Hell and to report back
to him. They returned, all excited,
and reported to St. Peter :
"That engineer you sent down
there," said the messengers, "has
completely transformed the place
so that you would not know it now.
He has harnessed the Fiery Fur-
naces for light and power. He has
cooled the entire place with arti-
ficial refrigeration. He has drain-
ed the Lakes of Brimestone and
has filled the air with cool perfum-
ed breezes. He has flung bridges
across the Bottomless Abyss and
has bored tunnels through the Ob-
sidian Cliffs. He has created paved
streets, gardens, parks and play-
grounds, lakes, rivers, and beau-
tiful waterfalls. That engineer
you sent down there has gone
through Hell and has made of it a
realm of happiness, peace, and in-
dustry !"
Reprinted from "The Amer. Engineer"
The old John Bull locomotive and train on the C. & A. a century ago
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WO fundamental abilities re-
quired of engineering grad-
uates are knowledge of
facts and knowledge of
where and how to find facts. The
former is the chief aim of most
college courses ; the latter is as-
sumed, expected to be learned in-
directly, or neglected entirely as a
general rule. A few courses are
being offered in library usage and
reference work, but much remains
to be done. At the University of
Michigan a course in bibliograph-
ical methods is required in the
chemical courses, which is one of
the best developed and most com-
prehensive.
A great deal of time is wasted
in inferior laboratory technique,
poor apparatus, and original work
on subjects already exhaustively
covered, when a few minutes
effectively spent in searching
references and records would
obviate this waste. Usually omis-
sion of this procedure or ineffec-
tive search results in inefficient
work.
For students it is valuable to
make a discovery original to
them, even if it has been done
before, but for an industrial work-
er thus to waste his time is in-
excusable. There is a very real
demand for training in this sort
Page 1 2
of research work.
A few subjects which should be
covered in such a course are : in-
dexes to periodicals, card catalogs,
abstract journals, monographs,
dictionaries and encyclopedias.
ordinary textbooks, and patents.
An elementary consideration of
these will show the necessity of
one or more foreign languages,
especially German or French, and
will show their practical utility.
Many graduates will know
vaguely of the existence of these
aids to effective work, but will
have had no actual contact with
them. Until such courses are
offered in the curricula, it will
pay- all students to investigate the
subjects for themselves.
New Lamps for 01c1
The depression has brough t
about the development of dozens
of new devices to catch the public
eye. Novelties have furnished the
business where old standby arti-
cles have slumped. Now that re-
covery seems to have begun, a
great hue and cry is being raised
to replace old equipment and pro-
cesses with new. As always, cau-
tion must be used. Many novelties
and new developments, though
containing some valuable fea-
tures, have a great deal against
them.
There is much truth in the
claim that now is an unusually
good time to replace antedated
methods and machines. Prices are
far below average. Orders are
scarce enough that more partic-
ular care is given each one. Satis-
faction and service are guaran-
teed and delivered even more than
normally. Additional time and de-
mand for research have made un-
usual progress in new develop-
ments.
Despite these arguments, the
advantages and disadvantages of
reequipping a plant, redesigning a
machine, or buying a new auto-
mobile must be weighed even
more carefully than in less pre-
carious times. Business is still
shaky, and cannot stand the
shock of a bad guess or a glaring
misj udgment.
Writing Popular Science
Literary efforts are not usually
considered by embryo engineers
as exactly in their line, but with
ordinary jobs as scarce as the
proverbial hen's teeth, nothing
should be overlooked. One field for
which a technical training should
give a foundation is writing scien-
tific articles for the layman. A
real service has been performed
and, incidentally, a good liveli-
hood made by such men as Edwin
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Slosson and Floyd Darrow, who
have the ability to grasp new
ideas and express them so un-
trained people can understand
and in such a way that they will
wish to know about them.
First of all the subject must be
worthwhile. The reader must see
at once that at some time he
might profit by knowing some-
thing about it. It must be written
in a style that will attract and
hold him, but this must not be the
primary consideration. If form
and expression are the ends de-
sired, one's efforts should be di-
rected towards fiction and poetry,
instead of science, but style can
be combined with actual informa-
tion to good ends.
The condescending attitude
should not be too prominent. The
reader feels that he is a little
above the average intelligence and
does not need too elementary
treatment. Nevertheless, a very
fundamental foundation must be
laid. The reader probably knows
much less than he pretends to
know.
Practice here is as valuable as
in all other subjects, and the
Technic offers a good place to try
your literary wings. Most of the
ar ticles published lean toward the
popular more than the strictly
technical side. Thus you can gain
valuable experience and at the
same time help your magazine.
Cooperation
The term teamwork has been
used and misused until it carries
a distinct prejudice. It seems to
imply "all working together like
one big family" and every trite
and disagreeable modern business
method. Nevertheless, there is
much to the idea, however stated.
Science and technology is be-
coming so versatile and compre-
hensive that it is impossible for
one man to keep abreast with
more than a small branch of his
subject. In order to solve a fairly
general problem, the assistance of
many specialists is required.
These men must be capable of
working together harmoniously
and effectively.
In the past, stress has been laid
on the need for intense specializa-
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tion by individuals along narrow
lines. In order to make this speci-
alized knowledge of any value, co-
operation among specialists is
necessary. Their training must in-
clude working with others ; the
ability cannot be developed alone.
In addition, some men must be
trained in organizing, coordinat-
ing, and balancing the various
branches, and making general
decisions.
The prevalence of committees
in every line of endeavor is evi-
dence that it is realized that no
one person can be competent to
deal with many problems. The
hackneyed expression "Two heads
are better than one" still applies.
Ability to cooperate and help
others in their work is never over-
estimated as an asset for an en-
gineer.
The Importance of Looking
Backward
The idealistic principle of keep-
ing our eyes ahead, forgetting
what is past and cannot be un-
done, and "looking forward to the
new day" is somewhat fallacious.
It is all very well to let bad mis-
takes be forgotten, enough to
prevent brooding and regrets,
but much profit may be obtained
by an impartial study of them.
The analogy of a man rowing a
boat has been made ; it is just as
possible to row in a straight line
by looking backward with only
an occasional glance forward as
the opposite.
The cyclic occurrence of busi-
ness depressions shows how little
regard is given to the past. Cir-
cumstances leading up to each one
have been very similar, yet few
people could trace the comparison
far enough to foresee the inevit-
able result of wild speculation
and overexpansion.
A trite but quite apropos para-
phrase might be made, "The past
we have always with us". It can-
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M
F.RRY CHRISTMAS ! And
since 1933 will be well
upon its way before this
column appears again,
may we also say "Happy New
Year."
Next month we will print all
changes of address that have
come to our attention since the
beginning of this school year. All
members of the Alumni Associa-
tion have their addresses record-
ed. For all other alumni, we de-
pend upon newspaper clippings,
verbal reports, and in some few
instances the actual reporting of
the change of address to the
Registrar. If you have not noti-
fied us of your change of address,
please do so at once. And, inci-
dentally, don't forget to write us
any alumni news that you may
know.
Franklin P. Adams once wrote a
poem that appeals to this editor.
What do you think of it ?
The Rich Man
The rich man has his motor-car,
His country and his town es-
tate.
He smokes a fifty-cent cigar
And jeers at Fate.
He frivols through the livelong
day,
He knows not Poverty, her
pinch.
His lot seems light, his heart
seems gay ;
He has a cinch.
Yet though my lamp burns low
and dim,
Though I must slave for livli-
hood—
Think you that I would change
with him ?
You bet I would !
The Products of the Engi-
neering Colleges
Dr. Donald B. Prentice, Presi-
dent of Rose Polytechnic Insti-
tute, wrote an article entitled
"The Product of the Engineering
Colleges" which appeared in the
October 1932 issue of Mechanical
Engineering. This article dealt
with the distribution of the alum-
ni of various colleges and univer-
sities in "Who's Who in Engi-
neering." It is our purpose to
present in brief the data appear-
ing in this article.
Quoting from the preface of
"Who's Who in Engineering" :
"The Advisory Committee
voted to include engineers whose









a Engineers of outstanding
and acknowledged profes-
sional eminence
b Engineers of at least ten
years' active practice, at
least five years of which
have been in responsible
charge of important engi-
neering work
c Teachers of engineering
subjects in colleges or
schools of accepted standing.
who have taught such sub-
jects for at least ten years,
at least five years of which
have been in responsible
charge of a major engineer-
ing course in such college
or school."
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Institution Founded
Michigan School of Mines  1885
Rose Polytechnic Institute  1874
Colorado School of Mines  1871
Worchester Polytechnic Institute._ 1865
Mass. Inst. of Technology  1861
Stevens Inst. of Technology  1870
Purdue University  1874
Armour Inst. of Technology 
Case School of App. Science 
Rensselaer Polytech. Inst. 
Calif. Inst. of Technology 
Brooklyn Polytechnic Inst. 
Virginia Polytech. Inst. 
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there are biographies of 8,643
graduates of 284 American and
Canadian Colleges and Universi-
ties. Lack of space prevents a
complete recording of the distri-
bution of these 8,643 men. Rose
Polytechnic Institute and Maine
tied for 31st place with 71 grad-
uates each.
If the data is reduced to per-
centages and then compared,
there is perhaps a better basis
for comparison, although the
author warns, "Too much impor-
tance must not be attached to
these values, although as far as
they go they are probably as rea-
sonable for comparison as any
figures would be." Data on grad-
uates of sixteen engineering edu-
cational institutions of similar
type is tabulated at the bottom of
the facing page.
It is interesting to note that of
the 8,643 alumni listed, 4,467
were graduated from private or
endowed institutions, 4,028 from
state universities and colleges,
and 148 from the United States
Military and Naval Acadamies.
Most of the engineering gradu-
ates in this third edition of
"Who's Who" were in the classes
from 1890 to 1920.
If a graph is prepared showing
the number of alumni in "Who's
Who in Engineering" by years of
graduation, this may be consid-
ered a normal for purposes of
comparison. No single institution
contributed as many as eight per
cent of the total alumni listed
consequently no one institution
could have had an important in-
fluence on the normal.
The accompanying figure shows
how Rose Polytechnic Institute
compares with the normal. Our
alumni have placed us in an en-
viable position among the engi-
neering institution of the United
States and Canada.. It is up to
the students now in school to keep
Rose there.
Here and There with
the Grads
'08
H. Earl Schmidt, who
has been with the Shell
Petroleum Company in
Madison, Wisconsin has been
transferred to Milwaukee.
(Continued on Page 25)
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Robert Dallas
Landrum
The field of ceramics is a field
that is scarcely touched in the
training at Rose. This is no doubt
due to the specialized form of en-
gineering which it represents. It
is a source of great pride to Rose,
however, that one of her sons,
Robert Dallas Landrum of the
class of 1904 has been largely re-
sponsible, for much of the ad-
vancement in this field since his
graduation.
Mr. Landrum was born in Terre
Haute Feb. 8, 1882, the son of
James Wesley and Kate (Tolbert)
Landrum. Following his elemen-
tary and high school education,
he entered Rose Polytechnic In-
stitute and graduated in 1904
with a B.S. in chemical engineer-
ing. He secured his M.S. in 1909
and his Ch.E. in 1914.
Bob Landrum was the first
chemical engineer to enter the
enameling industry in America.
He received his first practical ex-
perience with the Columbian
Enameling & Stamping Co. He
was with that company until 1907
when he left for the University
of Kansas to become assistant
professor of chemistry which
position he held until 1910. In
that year Bob joined the Lisk
Mfg. Co. at Canandaigua, N.Y., as
chemical engineer. Three years
later he became consulting engi-
neer for the Michigan Enameling
Works at Kalamazoo and the
General Stamping Co. of Canton,
Ohio. In '14 he became affiliated
with the Harshaw, Fuller, Good-
win Co. where he remained until
1922 when he became vice presi-
dent of the Vitreous Enameling
Co. and the Vitreous Steel Prod-
ucts Co. of Cleveland. Three years
later he joined the Titanium Al-
loy Mfg. Co. where he has been
for the past seven years. Septem-
ber first of this year Mr. Land-
rum again joined the Harshaw
Chemical Co. and took charge of
the Chicago office on October 1.
He has received wide recogni-
tion in the enameling industry
and all through his professional
career has limited himself strictly
to this field. It was through his
efforts and his initiative that the
Enamel Division of the American
Ceramic Society had its begin-
ning. His work in this society was
rewarded by his election to its
presidency in 1924-25. He had
previously served as trustee in
1918-20 and as vice-president
1923-24 in addition to being chair-
man of many committees.
Mr. Landrum has enriched the
knowledge of the ceramic indus-
try by his researches and
two years ago his work re-
ceived deserved recognition when
he was made a Fellow of the
American Ceramic Society. He
has contributed to Ceramic litera-
ture by his books "Enamel" and
"Bibliography and Abstract of
Literature on Enamels" (the lat-
ter being compiled in cooperation
with H. D. Carter) , and many
technical papers.
He is also a member of the
American Chemical Society, hay.
ing been secretary of the Cleve-
land section 1919-20, Cleveland
Engineering Society, Society of
Chemical Industry, Acacia, Soci-
ete de Chimie Industrielle, France,
fellow A. A. A. S., Cleveland
Chamber of Commerce. He be-
longs to several clubs, among
them the Cleveland, University,
Chagrin Valley Country, and
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Photoelectric Cell in News-
paper Industry
Due to the exceptionally rapid
development of photoelectric con-
trol in all industries, its use in
the printing industry has recently
been receiving especial attention
and from this have come soim,
sixteen direct and indirect appli-
cations.
One of the most remarkable
developments is the rapid pro-
duction of half-tones and three-
color plates. Half-tone plates are
made in a few minutes without
acids, and really in less time than
it takes to write the correspond-
ing captions. Three-color plates
are made in 30 minutes instead
of the 36 hours hitherto required.
In the process, the photograph
used is mounted on a revolving
cylinder which is scanned by a
phototube at a rate of about 10
square inches per minute. The
photoelectric currents are then
amplified to about a third horse-
power and made to operate an
engraving tool which cuts into the
metal plate light and dark lines,
corresponding to the shading of
the photograph. For newspaper
work eighty lines per inch has
been adopted and half-tones made
in this manner have been shown
to cost about 3/i, cent per square
inch.
The three-color process makes
its own color separation by means
of the phototube. A phototube,
sensitive to only one color in the
ordinary 3 color scheme is used.
The tube very accurately selects
the color portion that is to be
printed on its individual plate.
Three scannings of the colored
photograph are therefore neces-
sary, but all three may be made
at the same time.
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New Shatter Proof Glass ing tests and specifications are
offered. A 1/4, inch plate 4 feet by
A glass with the high elasticity 1 foot w-hen supported at both
and flexibility of spring steel ; a ends carried the weight of three
glass with the finest of safety and men without brebking or being
shatter-proof properties ; a safety deformed. A violent impact cloes
glass which obviates the use of not sliver the glass into sharp
an adhesive medium between in- splinters, but rather causes it to
dividual plates, is the new product fall into harmless, small, rounded
of a German company. pieces. Molten lead when poured
The production of such a glass onto cold glass causes no cracking
is a most radical departure in the, or bending. A plate 3 1/2 feet by
manufacture of shatter-proof 1 foot when subjected to 800 vi-
glass. However, contrary to a first brations per minute resisted
impression, the process of manu- 400,000 impacts without evidence
facture is simple. The whole of change in properties.
secret of the glass is in the an- Tests made in the Prussian
nealing process it undergoes. The Laboratory of Testing Materials
plates are cut to exact dimensions showed a resistance to bending of
and after heating to the anneal- from 27,000 to 40,000 pounds per
ing temperatures are carefully square inch according to the
cooled by properly adjusted air thickness, whereas ordinary glass
currents blown ‘ertically against of corresponding dimensions gave
or horizontally across the plates. only 4,125 to 8,830 pounds per
This is not a hardening process, square inch.
but rapid cooling sets up certain This glass is being widely ae-
stresses in the glass ; in the center cepted in Germany and used
the glass is under tension, at the automobile bodies, street cars,
surface a compressive force is railroad coaches, and especially in
evident. chemical laboratories where glass
To illustrate the remarkable of high heat resistance is neces-




When Gar Wood averaged
124.91 miles per hour on the St.
Clair river, September 20th, in
his boat Miss America X and re-
gained the world speed record, his
feat was hailed with enthusiasm
by all people, but few realized
what difficulties were encountered
in the building of the speed queen.
No one comprehended the strain
to which the two small propellers
that drove the boat were sub-
jected. Since the record-setting
run, the details of the design and
construction of these propellers
has been commented on not only
as to their exceptional perform-
ance, but as to their unique de-
sign.
Consider the stress to which
the propellers were subjected.
Miss America's four 12 cylinder
engines delivered 6,400 hp. to her
propellers. At 7,700 R.P.M. each
propeller had to transmit 3200
hp. without an appreciable de-
formation. Bending to the slight-
est degree would have lowered
the R.P.M. and the efficiency.
Vibrations set up by unbalanced
propellers would have meant
greater strain on the drivers of
the boat as well as impaired per-
formance. The propellers were
sometimes thrown clear of the
water and while in air gained
speed and then when resub-
merged the impact was a terrific
strain on the blades. All these
factors had to be taken into con-
sideration in the design.
In designing the propellers the
following data were obtained us-
ing the conventional type of pro-
peller : thrust load 5000 pounds
per square inch, centrifugal load
8000 pounds per square inch, re-
sultant bending 15,000 pounds per
square inch, total 28,000 pounds
per square inch. The aluminum
bronze to be used had a propor-
tional limit of 30,000 pounds per
square inch, therefore showing
that either the design or the
metal had to. be changed to insure
safe propellers. Due to the diffi-
culties peculiar to each other
alloy that could have been used,
it was decided to change the de-
sign.
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A new design known as the
"equipoise" propeller was tried.
A propeller suitable for a small
fast speedster was made. This
v.-as tested by trial runs on a boat
which had previously been sub-
jected to intense vibration caused
by use of the ordinary type of
propeller. The tests were very
favcrable and the vibration was
eliminated. Propellers of both
types were then given fast test
runs under identical conditions.
The ordinary type was seriously
distorted but the "equipoise" type
was in perfect condition.
Four propellers were then made
for the Miss America X. It was
planned to US3 a new set of wheels
for each of the two heats of the
Harmsworth Trophy race, but at
the end of the first heat the orig-
inal propellers were in such good
shape that it was unnecessary to
change them.
Did You Know That
In Germany a steam boiler has
been invented that revolves on the
same shaft with the rotor of the
turbine for which it generates
steam. The steam is at a pressure
of 1400-1700 pounds per squarc
inch and the feed water is not
pumped or injected but is intro-
duced utilizing the centrifugal
force of the revolving boiler. It
is claimed that the boiler-turbine-
generator set can be more cheaply
built, more cheaply operated, and
will occupy one-third the space of
a corresponding modern boiler
plant. A wide use of this principle
is predicted in locomotives and
ships.
A study of lightning prepara-
tory to the design of insulation
and structures for the transmis-
sion lines from the Hoover Dam
is being undertaken at the Ryan
Laboratory of Stanford Univer-
sity. The generator used for these
tests will produce a 3,000,000 volt
surge having 20,000 watt-seconds
of energy.
A 60 inch searchlight reflector
with an absolutely non-tarnish-
ing surface has been produced
through the use of platinum for
the United States Army. The
metal coating is applied electric-
ally by a method which is the re-
sult of 14 years of research.
There is only one laboratory in
the world capable of making this
reflector.
Two former U. S. torpedo boat
destroyers are now carrying
bananas from Central America to
the States. The vessels U. S. S.
Worden and U. S. S. Putnam have
been converted to Diesel powered
fruiters. Their advantages are
many. They give speed for small
power consumption, are very sea-
worthy, draw little water, and are
therefore useful in both river and
sea navigation. These two ships
have proved so successful that it
is planned to convert two more
destroyers to this type of
freighter.
Following experimental work
in Germany, engineers have
planned a 2000 foot windmill
tower with five wheels each 300
feet in diameter which as a unit
are expected to develope 80,000
hp. Recent news indicates that
such a tower will be erected by
Germany as a contribution to the
World's Fair Century of Progress
Exposition in Chicago next year.
A "Vest Pocket" switchboard
for controlling power and lighting
circuits aboard the U. S. S. Akron
is believed to be the world's
smallest and lightest for its class
of service and number of circuits.
Th switchboard controls the gen-
erators, electric motors, storage-
battery charger, and circuits to
the generator room, engine room,
control room, radio room, fire
control, interior lights, gangway
lights, running lights, instru-
ments, electric fans, telephones,
and galley equipment. The board
is only 42 inches wide, 35 inches
high and 12 inches deep, including
all equipment on front and rear
panels. Its weight is 200 pounds,
but 2,170 feet of wire were used
for connections alone.
The Hoover Dam will be able
to hold two years' normal flow of
the Colorado River. It will im-
pound more than 30,000,000 acre-
feet—that is, enough water to
cover that many acres a foot deep.
It will form a lake of 227 square
miles, with a length of 114 miles
and maximum width of 8 miles.
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A. S. M. E.
The A.S.M.E. held the first
meeting after its final organiza-
tion at 12 :40 Thursday, Nov. 4th.
Mr. Cantwell was in charge of the
program, and he had arranged
to have three talks by students
upon mechanical subjects not per-
taining to school work.
Mr. Rosenak presented the first
discussion which was upon the
testing of airplane engines. The
nature of these tests was brought
out, and the speaker described
completely the layout of a testing
laboratory in which can be pro-
duced conditions similar to high
altitudes.
Mr. Mason spoke on the subject
of water recovery in airships.
Since the advent of the use of
helium gas to produce the lifting
power, exhaustive experiments
have been performed with the aim
of procuring water through some
means to use as ballast.
Mr. Cantwell explained the
theory of flight of the autogiro,
clarifying. his speech with dia-
grams and sketches. This machine
is one of the latest improvements
in the heavier-than-air machine,
and its principles of flight are al-
together different from those of
the ordinary flying machine.
After the meeting, fourteen of
the members, including Professor
Gray, drove to Purdue University
to a joint meeting of the Purdue,
Indianapolis, and Rose branches
of the A.S.M.E. At 4 :30 there was
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Building which, although not yet
quite complete, is capable of fur-
nishing work for nine hundred
students.
Mr. H. A. Norry gave a talk,
accompanied with lantern slides,
upon the uses of X-rays in the
industries of today. He showed
how, with the help of the X-rays,
the engineers were able to im-
prove upon such work as castings
and welds.
Mr. G. A. Hawkins presented
data, compiled in connection with
the faculty of Purdue, that illus-
trated the effects of high pressure
steam and established the critical
point of steam. This work was
carried out on the high pressure
boiler installed in Purdue's steam
laboratory.
Professor Holster demonstrated
the use of polarized light for cal-
culating the stress and strains in
differently shaped members. The
meeting was concluded by devot-
ing a brief length of time to the
answering of questions upon the
subjects covered by the various
speakers.
Ye Olde Customs
The football fans on the Satur-
day of the Rose-Earlham game
received a little more entertain-
ment for their money than the
regular schedule called for. It is
known by everyone that the wear-
ing of corduroy of any shape or
form is a sacred right of seniors.
Still a freshman, either through
neglect or ignorance, came to thc,
game to pull Rosie around wear-
ing trousers of the aforemen-
tioned material. Woe was his
when a senior sighted them for,
as hounds when they scent a rab-
bit, seniors ran to the chase, and
with vim, vigor, and violence
righted the insult cast at their
class.
Trousers torn up, the much
more intelligent freshman climbed
up inside Rosie through a con-
venient hole and, when outside
the sight of the spectators, he
came out of seclusion to borrow
a pair of trousers from some
friendly freshman at the dormi-
tory.
Probably their ire aroused
by the demonstration of seniors,
caused the freshmen to set out
to chastize in a proper manner
one of their number who, al-
though at the game, did not
seem to them to be showing the
right spirit. After a long and
arduous chase, also directed in a
major part by seniors, they man-
aged to get their man.
Unfortunately the football fans
did not have the privilege of see-
ing the climax of the little affair
of honor, but let it be understood
that the culprit later came back
to the game much cooler and de-
cided that one compulsory swim
in the lake was enough. He helped
take care of Rosie until after the
game.
Moral : Always abide by the
customs and avoid trouble.
A. S. C. E.
At a meeting held on Monday
afternoon, November 9th, Messrs.
Carter and Shilling presented a







ber 5, Kappa of
Theta Xi had the
pleasure of initi-
ating the follow-
ing men : Norman
Keith of New Goshen, Indiana,
and Eugene Mueller of Terre
Haute, Indiana.
With the coming of Christmas,
the chapter turns to one of its
largest social events of the year,
the Annual Christmas Formal.
The ball is to be held December
16 and promises to surpass any of
our previous dances.
Alpha Tau Omega







letters. Those receiving this hon-
or were : Captain Logan Gillette,
end ; Orville Lowther, guard ; Joe
Creedon, quarterback ; and Pop
Morrison, tackle. This year marks
the end of football competition at
Rose for the first three mentioned
as they have had four years of
varisity competition. Morrison




is proud to an-
nounce the pledg-
ing of the follow-
ing men of the
chemical e n g i-
neering depart-
ment : Mr. Creedon and Mr. Smith
of the class of '34 ; Mr. Reintjes,
December, 1 9 3 2
•
'35 ; Messrs. Creal, Garmong,
MacDonald, Pearson, Staley,
Weinbrecht, Wilber, Overholser,
Duenweg, Blair, and Clay all of
the class of '36.
A most successful pledge ban-
quet was held at the Elks' Club
November 3, 1932.
Theta Kappa Nu
T h e premier





will take place at the Terre Haute
House ballroom the night of De-
cember 30. The dance is a formal
one and is held at this time for
the benefit of the chapter's many
alumni who return to Terre Haute
during the holidays.
The chapter is pleased to an-
nounce the initiation of Clement
Gray of the class of '35, and
Henry Fick of the class of '34,











Beta Upsilon takes pride in not-
ing that Sigma Nu is well repre-






Wilton Brown is president and
Merrill Bradfield is financial sec-
retary.
There were seven men of Sig-
ma Nu awarded letters for their
services during the course of the
1932 football season. These men





chapter of Tau Beta
Pi is pleased to an-
nounce the initia-
tion of Tom Bat-
man, William C.
Heidenreich, Russal
A. Powell, James G.
Brown, and John Rit-
ter. The initiation
and banquet were held at the
Elks Club, Thursday, December 8.
We are indeed happy to welcome
these new men to our chapter.
The chapter wishes to mention
the fact that at the beginning of
the present semester, all the ac-
tive members of Tau Beta Pi were
on the optional attendance list,
indicating a scholastic rating of
at least 88 (/( . We are proud ot
this record and expect to main-
tain this standing of all initiated
members.
The National Convention of
Tau Beta Pi was held in Washing-
ton, D. C., October 13, 14, 15.
James Guymon was the delegate







OSE put down a fighting
Union College team to win
another Homecoming game.
The score was 8-7, and is a
real indication of the battle put
up by both teams.
The teams battled on even
terms for the greater part of the
first half with each team having
the ball in offensive territory r.
part of the time.
In the middle of the second
quarter, Richardson cr a shed
through and blocked one of the
Union kicks. As the ball rolled
over the goal line, Leitzman fell
on it, but the oval bounded out of
his arms and Union recovered for
a safety. The half ended with the
score Rose 2, Union O.
In the second quarter a series
of passes to DeWitt gave Rose a
touchdown, and the try for extra
point failed.
Creedon, Hilgeman, and the
right side of the Rose line were
the shining lights of the after-
noon.









Weinbrecht    Patterson




Rose  0 2 6 0-8
Union  0 0 7 0-7
Scoring—Rose, DeWitt (touchdown).
Union—Landreth (safety), Patterson
(touchdown) Richlin (point after
touchdown).
Union













Edited 6y Harry Richardson, m., '35
•
Rose vs. Earlham
Coach Phil Brown's band of
Fighting Engineers put down a
scrappy Earlham eleven by a
score of 12-6.
In the first ten minutes of the
opening period Earlham ran Rose
ragged, and it was a wonder that
they didn't score more than they
did. A first down on the Rose
two yard line gave them their
chance to score, and Sewin, a
guard, came back into the back-
field and scored on the third down.
From then on there was a dif-
ferent Rose team on the field.
They stopped the rush of the
Earlham eleven and started to
take the ball down the field them-
selves. After a hard struggle with
the tough Earlham defense, Rose
scored when Hilgeman went off
the weak side tackle for a touch-
down to climax a series of weak
side plays by Hilgeman and Det-
rick. The try for extra point
failed and the score was tied at
six-all as the half ended.
Rose received the kickoff to
start the second half, and Creedon
ran behind almost perfect inter-
ference through the entire Earl-
ham team for an eighty yard run
and a touchdown. The try for the
extra point again failed and the
score was 12-6.
Creedon and Hilgeman were the
star performers for the Engi-
neers.
Line-up and summaries :
EarlhamRose




RG  HillMcCullough 
Rr Richardson 
D rSue fetytRE DeWitt 
QB  HamptonCreedon 
LH ThompsonHilgeman 
RH  KatsetterCauley
F  KauselDetrick 
Score by quarters:
Rose  0 6 6 0-12




Rose ended its season in a burst
of glory by swamping Aurora
College by a score of 38-7.
From the first whistle, it was
evident that the Engineers were
out for business. They easily
scored four touchdowns in the
first half and two in the second.
The second and third teams
played part of the game, contri-
buting two touchdowns.
The whole Rose first string
played excellent ball, and they left
Rose with a season record of five
victories and three defeats, which
is pretty good in this season of
surprises and upsets.
Line-up and summaries :
AuroraRose
Gillette LE Burr
Grogan L T  KBeuegp be er es
Lowther L G 
HugginsC, Landenberger 
PerkinsR G McCullough 
RT  StephensRichardson 
Bradfield RE , Weiss
Creedon QB  Shaw
StoneHilgeman LH 
SeibutRH Cauley 




20 6 6 6-38
0 0 0 7— 7
Scoring—Rose, Detrick 2, Creedon 1,
Campbell 2, Hilgeman 1, Richardson
(point after touchdown), Detrick (point
filter touchdown).




(emit?' oiled jrom Page 8)
mouthpieces into the mold wheel,
and directly into the die-cut let-
ters of the line of matrices.
The line of type now has been
cast, or manufactured. A three-
quarter turn is now made by the
mold wheel, placing the line of
type into ejecting position, and
it is ejected by an ejector blade
forcing the line of type out of the
mold wheel. The ejector blade is
operated off the mold cam driving
gear, (cam No. 8) in the rear of
the machine.
While the line of type is being
ejected, the first elevator travels
upward some 12 inches to the in-
termediate transfer channel,
where it aligns with the "second
elevator" which has moved down-
ward from the top of the maga-
zine, and while it is in this posi-
tion a left finger and right finger
transfer the line of brass mat-
rices to the second elevator bar.
This transfer is actuated by a
large coil spring, and the fingers
are returned by cam No. 10 in
the rear of the mach:ne.
The second elevator now re-
turns to the top of the magazine,
to place the line of brass matrices
in readiness for their distribu-
tion. The first elevator returns
to the "home" position, ready to
receive another line of matrices.
Distributing Mechanism
In order to facilitate the distri-
bution of matrices, each matrix
has saw-toothed combinations.
These combinations are called
carrying combinations. Each indi-
vidual matrix has its special com-
bination.
In the transferring of the
matrices to the second elevator,
these combinations cling to a
"V" threaded bar on the second
elevator which aligns itself with
the bar in the distributor box.
The matrices are pushed
through the distributor box and
at the inner end are lifted up by
the matrix lifter, which separates
the matrices and allows them to
be carried along the distributor
combination bar which extends
across the top of the magazine.
This distributor bar is tech-
nically called the combination
bar, having 90 combinations cor-
responding with the combina-
tions of the 90 different matrix
characters. The distributor screws
running parallel with the com-
bination bar slide the matrices
along the combination bar until
the matrices meet their respec-
tive combinations on the combina-
tion bar—then they drop off,
having nothing to hold them to
the combination bar.
Gravity carries the matrices
through the distributor entrance
channels and to the magazine
grooves. Gradually they work
their way down the magazine,
and finally over the verges, there
to await their turn to be used in
a new line of type.
Practically every function of
the linotype i3 actuated by coil
springs or gravity, and after ac-
complishing their purpose the
respective parts are returned to
their original position by the
operation of cams. This arrange-
ment in the construction assures
safety, and eliminates the danger
of forcing any moving part. The
machine is also provided with
several automatic stops which
stop the machine's operation if




In the linotype machine itself
there is now very little room for
improvement as they have mul-
tiple magazines, auxiliaries, and
all manner of devices for making.
the operation easier. The only
thing which is likely to come in
the future is the linking of many
(Continued on Page 22)
Phantom view of linotype machine Note distributing mechanism.
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Linotype Machine
(Continued from Page 21)
linotype machines to one head
office and the running of them all
by one operator in the manner of
of the modern teletype which is
in common use in the newspaper
service today. This project is in
its infancy, and, although several
trials have been made throughout
the eastern states, the complica-
tions met have defeated this
move. With extensive experi-
menting and work a time may
come when all the international
and national news will be set up
by a system of such machines in
all large newspaper offices.
Nickel as a Catalyst
(Continued from Page 9)
otherwise determined by experi-
ment.
Results Obtained by Hydrogena-
tion over Nickel
1. Furfuryl Alcohol.
This alcohol subjected to a
careful hydrogenation over nickel
at 190°, yields methyl furfurane.
CH—CH CH—CH




Carbon disulphide when hydro-
genated over nickel below 200°,
gives an addition product having
a very disagreeable odor. This gas
appears to be methylene-dithiol,
II.C(SH).. However, if the opera-
tion is carried on at 450°-500°, in
an excess of hydrogen, the reac-
tion takes place thus :
CS.+2H, -> 21I.S+C
This reaction is utilized in
freeing coal gas from carbon
disulphide which it contains up to
.02%.
3. Aromatic Nitro Compounds.
Above 200° nitrobenzene is rap-
idly transformed into aniline, but
the aniline is immediately hydro-
genated to form cyclohexylamine.
C6115N0.+ ->C611,
If only slightly active nickel is
used, the nucleus is not hydro-
genated and aniline is the only
product.
Above 250°, a part of the nitro-






The direct hydrogenation of
carbon monoxide over nickel gives
a simple method for the synthesis
of methane.
C0+3H2 -> 1120+CH4
The reaction commences around
180°-200° and goes on rapidly
without complication at 230°-250'.
With the theoretical mixture of
hydrogen and carbon monoxide,
3 to 1, the reaction is practically
complete.
5. Hydrocarbons.
Ethylene is hydrogenated by
nickel from 30° up. The reaction
which continues indefinitely, with




is readily hydrogenated at 130°-
170° over nickel, to give nearly
pure propyl alcohol, containing
only a slight amount of propionic
aldehyde.
7. Unsaturated Acids.
The vapors of oleic acid, carried
along by a violent current of hy-
drogen over nickel at 280°-300°,
are readily transformed into solid
stearic acid.
8. Aliphatic Aldehydes.
The vapors of formaldehyde at
90° are readily transformed into
methyl alcohol.
9. Phenols.
The direct hydrogenation of
the aromatic nucleus can be read-
ily accomplished in phenol and its
homologs by the use of nickel.
When phenol is hydrogenated at
180° over nickel it gives immedi-
ately cyclohexanol, (C1-12)5CHOH,
containing 5 to 10% of unchanged
phenol.
10. Aliphatic Amides.
Acetamide is readily hydrogen-
ated at 230° by nickel with the
production of water and ethyla-
mine and also dimethylamine, due
to the decomposition of the pri-
mary amine by the metal, and a
small amount of ammonia.
11. Aromatic Aldehydes.
Benzaldehyde gives toluene and
benzene when hydrogenated over
nickel at 225°.
C6H5. CHO + 2H. -+
11.0+C61-15•CH3
C6H5•CHO CO+C6H6
12. Hydrogenation of Liquid
Fats.
When liquid fats are hydro-
genated the melting point is
raised and the liquid usually
changes into a solid fat, that is,
the more solid the more oleine is
transformed to stearine.
The oil to be hydrogenated
must be carefully purified betore
the introduction of the nickel.
Hydrogen sulphide immediately
renders inactive 100 times its
weight of nickel and pulverized
sulphur is half as effective. Free
chlorine kills the nickel instantly.
A practical way to purify these
oils is to agitate them with spent
catalyst which abstracts the
harmful substances.
Oils frequently contain free
fatty acids which attack the
nickel and render it inactive ;
therefore it is best to introduce
pulverized calcium carbonate and
neutralize the acids. The neutral
oil thus obtained may be freed of
its toxic properties by agitating
it hot with freshly precipitated
cupric hydroxide.
If the oil contains moisture it is
best to dry the gas before using
it. This can be done by refrigera-
tion to 20°. The moisture if left
in the oil would lead to a certain
amount of saponification.
Method of Hydrogenation of
Liquid Fats
About 2 to 3'; of nickel distri-
buted on inert material is em-
ployed. The temperatures most
frequently used for hydrogena-
tion with nickel are around 180'.
A vigorous agitation brings the
oil, catalyst and hydrogen to-
gether in the same vessel. The
pressure employed will vary from
2 to 15 atmospheres.
Results Obtained by Hydrogenat-
ing Liquid Fats with Nickel
Melting Points
Hydrogenated Oil Original
*Olive Oil 70° 6°
*Linseed Oil 68° -16°
*Cod Liver Oil 68° -10°
*Cocoa Butter 64° 23°
*Taken from Sabatier.
The Rose Technic
The iodine number becomes
small in each case.
2. Castor Oil.
When castor oil is hydrogen-
ated over nickel it gives a very
hard white solid which melts
above 80° as compared with -18"
originally. The white hard solid
has been advantageously employ-
ed as an electric insulator.
Attempted Explanation or Hy-
drogenation Phenomena
With nickel, the process of hy-
drogenation goes on as if there
were formed on the surface an
actual unstable hydride capable
of liberating hydrogen in the ato-
mic condition, and consequently
more active than the original
molecular hydrogen. The facts
lead even to the idea that there
are two stages in the fixation of
hydrogen such as
Ni—H 
and Ni < H
H
Ni—H
the latter more active combina-
tion being formed by metal re-
duced from the oxide below 300°
and capable of more kinds of
work. The former, less active com-
bination, would be produced by
nickel reduced above 700°, or
made from the chloride and able
to hydrogenate ethylenic com-
pounds, nitriles, and nitro bodies
but not the aromatic nucleus.
The catalytic hydrogenation of an
ethylene hydrocarbon would be
represented by :
Ni2112+ C2116+Ni.,.
The regenerated nickel would
continue indefinitely to produce
this effect so long as the hydrogen
and ethylene continued to arrive
simultaneously.
Conclusions
The success of the process of
hydrogenation of chemical com-
pounds is largely due to the abun-
dance of cheap hydrogen recently
placed upon the market. Several
large companies have spent con-
siderable time and money on this
problem of hydrogenation. A
large oil refining company is now
perfecting a process for the hy-
drogenation of crude petroleum.
In 1916, there were as many as
24 large plants carrying out the
hydrogenation of edible oils. A
more recent estimate according to
information obtained from Dr.
Wesson, hydrogenation is carried
on in the United States by about
60 concerns, and hydrogenated
oils are important constituents in
some 92 brands of shortening.
The future of this industry seems
very bright, because countless
numbers of compounds can be
altered to fit a demand.
Bibliography
Catalysis in Organic Chemistry,




Mrs. Old Timer : "It says here
in the paper that the young girls
today are abandoning all restric-
tions."
Mr. Old Timer : "Well, I'd bet-
ter not catch Mable without hers
on."
Motz to Professor Knipmeyer :
"Professor, would you mind if I
digressed a moment and asked a





11 North 6th St.
HEINL'S
We can take good care of all
your flower needs.
FRED G. HEINL
129 So. 7th St.
Your Yell Is . . .
Nuts, Bolts, Screws, Gears!
Ours is . . .
Suits, CYcoats, Hats and
Furnishings!
If you want to win in the game of
life, you've got to keep well-dressed.
It isn't necessary to pay a premium
to get 1932 Fall style in the clothes
you wear. Come to Carl Wolf's
and learn the secret of how to
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We reproduce tracings,
plans, blue prints, drawings,
sketches — in fact anythinv
drawn, typed or printed.
PHOTOSTATS
Are economical faithful
reproductions of your orig-
inals. Write for prices.
Service by Mail
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Spontaneous
Effervescence
Edited 6y Joseph H. DeWitt, c., '35
Dr. White to chemistry class :
"Yes, the inside of the earth is a
molten mass of rock and flame."
Campbell : "Ain't that hell?"
"I pulled a good one that time,"
remarked the farmer as he fin-
ished milking the cow.
The mid-term grades are more
evidence of the truth of Ibsen's
statement, "the compact majority
is always wrong."
The results of the intelligence
tests have just been turned in.
Here are some of the choicer
answers :
"A vacuum is a large empty
space where the Pope lives."
"In China a man of one cask
may not marry a women out of
another cask."
"An angle is a triangle with
only two sides."
"Gravitation is that of which
if there were none we should all
fly away."
"Louis XVI was gelatined dur-
ing the French Revolution."
"Horse Power is the distance
that one horse can carry a pound
of water in one hour."
Judge (to amateur yegg): "So
they caught you with this bundle
of silverware. Whom did you
plunder ?"
Yegg : "Two fraternity houses,
your Honor."
Judge (to sergeant) : "Call up
the downtown hotels and distri-
bute this stuff."
—Utah Humbug
Henry : "is she pretty modest?"
John : "Well, she's pretty."
Page 24
"Hay, hay," said the old cow as
the farmer tossed her a bundle of
straw.
Anybody : A Nigger in the
woodpile.
An engineer : A Darky in the
kindling.
A forester : An African in the
lumber.
A chemist : An Ethiopian gen-
tleman in the cellulose.
Modern child, saying grace:
"This food comes to you through
the courtesy of God Almighty,
Amen."
—Utah Humbug
Cleopatra: "Gee, it's way past,
midnight. You had better get
started."






"Would you be interested 4
joining a fraternity ?"
"No, thanks, I have some
clothes of my own."
He: "I can read your thoughts."
She : "Well, what are you wait-
ing for, then."
"Helen, is that young man
there yet?"
"No, father, but he's getting
there."
She was only a taxidermist's
daughter, but oh, how she knew
her stuff.
—College Life.
"Phew," remarked Mr. Blox-
some as he was walking down the
hall with Mr. Hoel, "What's that
I smell?"
"Oh, nothing," replied Mr.
Hoel, "Just Dr. Sousley roasting
his class."
"You've heard about the Scotch-
man who went to the Studebaker
company with a basket under his
arm to get some of the free
wheeling?"
"Well, how _about the Scotch-
man who went to Russia to get
some free love?"
—Southern Calif. Wampus.
Wife: "Dear, tomorrow is our
tenth anniversary. Shall I kill the
turkey ?"
Hubby : "No, let him live. He
didn't have anything to do with
it."
—Utah Humbug
Dr. Foolem : "Plenty of exercise
will kill all the germs."
Ailing One: "Yes, but how in
the name of heaven can you get
them to exercise."
She was just an optician's
daughter—two glasses, and she
made a spectacle of herself.
Guide : "This, sir, is the leaning
tower of Pisa."
Tourist : "Pisa! Let me think.
No, that does not sound like the
contractor's name who built my
garage, but it looks like a piece of
his work."
Helen : "Some moon, isn't it ?"
John : "Some dew, too."
Helen: "Well, I don't."
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Supersaturated Steam
(Continued from Page 7)
not in thermal equilibrium and
supersaturation or sub-cooling
results. This condition is of course
temporary, and very soon after
passing through the nozzle, con-
densation occurs and the steam
returns to a state of equilibrium.
The effect of this temporary
supersaturated condition is quite
noticeable, as it affects the mass
rate of flow of the steam through
the nozzle. Supersaturated steam
is more dense than saturated
steam at the same pressure and
temperature, so that the quantity
of steam discharged is greater
sometimes by as much as 5%
than would normally be the case.
The result is that while we nor-
mally expect the coefficient of dis-
charge of a nozzle to be slightly
less than unity, due to friction
losses, we actually get coefficients
slightly larger than unity vvhert
supersaturation occurs.
This was first observed by R.
v. Helmholtz who published a dis-
cussion of this phenomenon in
Annalen der Physik in 1887. Later
experiments by Aitken, Wilson
Callendar and by Stodola have
gone far towards clearing up the
uncertainties surrounding this
phenomenon. Stodola, in his book
"Steam and Gas Turbines" pre-
sents a thorough analysis of the
whole process involved in delayed
condensation and the formation
of drops of water. The expansion
of steam with supersaturation is
represented by the equation „vk —
constant with k=1.3.
Most text books on Thermody-
namics either ignore the phenom-
enon of supersaturation, or refer
to it very briefly, but it is a sub-
ject which the steam turbine de-
signer must take into account if
he expects the steam nozzle of his
turbine to perform in accordance
with his theoretical calculation.
The Camden and Am6oy
(Continued from Pag.: 11)
than the present stanard rail,
which weighs one hundred and
thirty pounds to the yard.
The adoption of the 152-pound
rail, which is the result of investi-
gation and research over a period
of two years by committees of the
Pennsylvania's Engineering De-
partment, the United States Steel
Corporation and the Bethlehem
Steel Company, is in accordance
with the policy of modern railways
to anticipate the future demands
of transportation, and to be ready
at all times to render the highest
class of service.
Robert Dallas Landrum
(Continued from Page 15)
Chemists' of New York, Medinah
Athletic Club and Chicago Drug
and Chemical Association, (Chi-
cago).
Turning now to his domestic
and private life, he married Ethel
Price Sherwood in 1908. They
have three children—Sherwood,
Robert James, Kate Tolbert. In
religion he is a Methodist ; in
politics, a Republican ; and he
claims the Masons as his lodge.
Mr. Landrum is one of the mos c
widely known and popular men in
the ceramic industry, and we of
the Rose Technic, congratulate
him on his many achievements
and say to him, "We're proud of
you!"
Alumni
(Continued from Page 15)
'15
We quote from a letter
received from W. F.
Turner : "Please be ad-
vised that I have been promoted
June 1st, 1932 to Division Man-
ager of the Wisconsin Power and
Light Co. with offices at Madison.
My address is 502 Virginia Ter-
race, Madison.
"I have a great deal of contact
with the University of Wisconsin
here and know a large number of
the professors, but I am glad I
did not attend school here. The
Electrical Laboratory is not as
good as our old one in Terre
Haute."
Thomas NI. Evans, who
was Section Head, Gen-
eral Electric Co., Erie,
Pa., has been transferred to Pitts-
field, Mass.
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(Continued from Page 25)
)23
 We have a note from
H. J. McDargh, Jr.,
which reads : "January
1st, 1932, I was moved to Chicago
to become Office Manager of Mid-
western offices which have chary
of Association activities in eleven
states." It will be remembered
that Mr. McDargh has been with
the Portland Cement Association
for some time, being at Columbus,
Ohio before this change. He may
now be addressed at 33 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, Ill.
)2
 The General Electric
7 Company informs us
that E. W. Cunning-
ham was recently transferred
from the Industrial Heating En-
gineering Department to the
Testing Department of the Gener-
al Electric Company at Schenec-
tady, N. Y.
)29
 Clarence Muntz, who is
with the U. S. Geolog-
ical Survey, is stationed
at Illinois University, Urbana.
Cupid Calls
Carl Ehrenhardt married Miss
Virginia McKibben Nov. 29 at the
bride's home. Carl was an A.T.O.
while at Rose. The Technic joins
with his friends in congratula-
tions. The couple will make their
home in Schenectady, where Carl
is employed by the General Elec-
tric Company.
Campus Activities
(Continued front Page 18)
lecture, illustrated by slides, on
the Florianopolis suspension
bridge. Notable features of this
bridge are that it has the longest
span of any bridge in South
America and the longest eyebar
suspension in the world. The
bridge was constructed for the
state of Santa Catarina, Brazil,
and spans the waters of a strait
of the Atlantic Ocean. It is de-
signed to carry a highway, an
electric railway, and a water-
supply main to Florianopolis, the
island capital of the state.
Arrangements have been made
so that Mr. J. T. Hallet, Assistant
Chief Engineer, Indiana Highway-
Commission, will be the speaker
at the next meeting scheduled for
some time in December. Mr. Hal-
let is a graduate of Rose of the
class of 3914.
Assemblies
A departure from the regular
trend of assemblies was presented
to the student body on November
the 17th. A string quartet, led by
Mr. Arthur Hill, played a pro-
gram of popular music. Mr. Hill
announced his own numbers ex-
plaining that by popular music he
meant not jazz, but music which
was recognized both here and
abroad. It was of interest to know
that Mr. Hill was at one time a
student at Rose Poly but forsook
the field of engineering for that of
music.
This was the second diversion
from the straight path of speak-
ers, the first being a presentation
of magic by an Indian magician
some time ago. It is hoped that
in view of the variations in the
programs, the students will not
look upon the assembly period as
a distasteful waste of time.
Physics Department
Professors T. A. Hunter, B. A.
Howlett, and H. A. Moench, of
the Rose Polytechnic Physics De-
partment were on the program
of the Association of the Indiana
College Physics Teachers Confer-
ence which was held Friday and
Saturday, October 28th and 29th,
at Central Normal College, Dan-
ville, Indiana.
Professor Hunter spoke on
"The Camel and the Dromedary",
Professor Moench presented a lec-
ture on "The Determination of
the Deviations from Child's Law
for Vacuum Tubes" ; and Dr.
Howlett, had as the subject of his
speech "The Photoelectric Photo-
meter".
The conference was well at-
tended by workers in the field of
physics from practically every
college in the state. Many inter-
esting subjects were presented to
the assembly for discussion.
Wisdom is knowing what to do
next, and character is doing it.—
David Starr Jordan.
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INDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
Demancis Technically -Trained Men for Leaders
CUT COURTESY THE ROTARIAN
Rose Polytechnic Institute
" A College of Engineering"
Terre Haute » 0 » Indiana
Seeing through steel
(above) Radiograph of a
casting, showing defects
due to blow holes
(right) Apparatus in posi-
tion to x-ray through four
inches of steel in a forging
WHEN Prof. ROntgen announced his discovery of the x-ray, in 1895, he intimated
that medical science would not be the only beneficiary. Since then, General Electric
has been a pioneer in the development of the x-ray for industrial as well as medical
use. • As a result, a new science— industrial radiography—enables us to peer at the
internal structure of almost any material. Radiography reveals most microscopic defects
in metals—blow holes, shrinks, pinhole porosity, cracks, dross inclusions, etc.—with-
out destruction of the specimen. Even four inches of steel is no obstacle to the modern
radiographer. • "Seeing through steel" has become a reality with the new and more
powerful x-ray tubes developed by General Electric. These tubes, using as much as
400,000 volts, make possible the most powerful x-rays available to industry. Such
developments are largely the accomplishments of college-trained engineers. They are
leading the way to even greater progress in the electrical industry and are helping to
maintain General Electric's leadership in this Field.
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